KING’S FOUNDATIONS TRIP TO TORONTO

Itinerary for FY and KS Trip to Toronto – Dec. 2, 2018

- 8:00am – Bus pick up at King’s in front of Wemple Bldg. DON’T BE LATE.
- 11:00am - Drop off at the Royal Ontario Museum.

- 11am to 1:30pm ROM. We suggest you bring a lunch both to save money and time. You will discover line-ups at the cafeteria on a Saturday. There are at least three exhibitions at the ROM of interest to us:
  - The Evidence Room: The Architecture of Auschwitz
  - Vikings
  - Dior
- 1:30pm-2:30pm - Walk from ROM to AGO through University of Toronto campus with stops along the way. Dr. Broad will give a lecture in Trinity College’s beautiful neo-gothic chapel. On our tour through U of T we will be remarking on some contemporary uses of historical architectural models and pointing out some notable buildings. For those of you with interest in graduate work at U of T, this is your chance to look around.
• 2:30pm-5:30pm - AGO – The main exhibit is the “Guillermo de Toro: At Home with Monsters.” The exhibit has timed entrances; we have booked our tour for 4pm. Do not be late since you may miss your entrance time. Before our tour, the FY and KS faculty will be taking students to view specific art works. There will also be unstructured time for you to browse the permanent exhibits both before and after the tour…

• 5:30-6:45pm dinner. There is an array of options downtown. We will spit up into groups and find a place to eat that suits our preferences. No one may go about alone!

• 7:00pm – Bus pick up at the AGO.

• 10:00pm - Drop off at King’s.